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ALVIS Goals

- semantic-based search engine
- natural language processing for English, French, (+ maybe Chinese, Slovenian)
- probabilistic document models
- scalable, distributed peer-to-peer search
- scientific, peer-reviewed studies of algorithms
- topic-specific customization
- support incremental growth, third-party involvement, low barrier to entry
- Open Source software development
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ALVIS Intra-Peer Protocol (SOAP)
design, use and interoperability of topic-specific search engines

linguistic processing in the heart of the search engine

probabilistic document model to support information retrieval (document topic, synonyms), relevance ranking

allow users to formulate queries more easily

incorporating pre-existing domain ontologies
ALVIS Research Overview II

- advancing peer-to-peer technology
- scalable, distributed system
- query distribution and result merging
- topic-specific Web-crawling
ALVIS Partners

- Finland – Helsinki Institute for Information Technology
- France – Univ. Paris-Nord - Informatique, Exalead SA, INRA - Mathematique, Informatique et Genome
- Switzerland – EPFL - Distributed Information Systems
- Sweden – Lund Univ. - Information Technology
- Denmark – DTU - CVT, IndexData Aps
- Spain – ALMA Bioinformatica, S.L.
- Slovenia – Josef Stefan Institute - Intelligent Systems
- China – Tsinghua Univ. - Computer Science
Topic-specific Web-crawling

Problem
Construct a topic specific search-engine (ex. Carnivorous plants)
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Construct a topic specific search-engine (ex. Carnivorous plants)

**Solution**
Make a Web-crawler walk through Internet and collect all pages with topic ’Carnivorous plants’
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- **Problem**
  Construct a topic specific search-engine (ex. Carnivorous plants)

- **Solution**
  Make a Web-crawler walk through Internet and collect all pages with topic ’Carnivorous plants’

*easier said than done!*
Automated Subject Classification

- list with topic terms
- are they present in the text?
- relevance: how many; where in the text

Relevance = \( \sum \text{weight}[\text{term}_i] \times \text{weight}[\text{location}_j] \)

Normalize with respect to document size
Automated Subject Classification

- list with topic terms
- are they present in the text?
- relevance: how many; where in the text

Relevance =

\[ \sum \text{terms, locations} \left( \text{hits}[\text{term}_i] \times \text{weight}[\text{term}_i] \times \text{weight}[\text{location}_j] \right) \]

Normalize with respect to document size
Topic Filter

Content policy filter

Thesaurus including classification mappings

* Single words
* Phrases
* Boolean expressions

Robot generated subject index including classifications

List of classifications including scores

List of suggested classifications including scores

Output formatter

Raw Record → Extract text → Plain text → Matcher → Classification inheritance → Heuristics → Tree operations → Output formatter → Enhanced Record

Metadata → Title, headings → Stopwords → discard
Conditions

- Page is about Carnivorous plants
  ➞ automated subject classification
- There are many pages on the Internet
  ➞ where to start?
  ➞ look only at interesting links
  ➞ take the most important pages first
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Basic Algorithm

Add links to good start pages

Start:

1. Choose a page among links
2. Page OK?
   - Save page
   - Add all links
3. Go to Start

Save (database):

- All relevant pages (search engine)
- All analyzed pages
- All new links
Problems

Which new page?
Problems
Problems

Non relevant pages “blocking”